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Our nominee has a positive impact on our school in several ways.   First of all, she is responsible for registration.   Often times,  she 
is the first person  our families come in contact with when they register their children for school.   Her professional dress, 
presentation,  and overall positive attitude immediately makes a good impression.      Our candidate shows great initiative by 
identifying a problem,  and creating a solution for the problem.  For example,  she recognized the need for a more efficient manner 
to monitor attendance.  She asked administration if she could take on the responsibility of monitoring attendance and notifying 
parents when they accumulate 10 or more absences.  Administration gave her permission,  and attendance has improved because 
the parents are notified of frequent absences in a timely manner.      Our candidate recognizes the fact that good attendance is one 
of the main contributors to academic success.  The teachers appreciate our candidate's effort to make sure students are in school.       
Another way our candidate impacts our school is by creating a quick guide to custody issues that may be sensitive and could 
potentially jeopardize the safety of our students.   She goes through every legal document in the cumulative folder, and she creates 
a document that summarizes sensitive legal issues.    This document is extremely helpful to administration, guidance, and the front 
office staff when they are faced with handling these delicate situations.  Instead of pulling the student's cumulative folder to dig for 
information, the information is at their fingertips.   The quick guide saves time,  which is valuable when dealing with  a sensitive 
legal issue.     Finally, our nominee is a leader among her peers due to her expertise in her field.   She is an expert when it comes to 
FTE,   master schedules, enrollment, and attendance issues.   Other data entry clerks in the district often call our candidate for 
guidance and advice regarding data entry issues.  Our candidate is always happy to assist.  She also  attends district data entry 
meetings and stays abreast of any current information or changes that impact her job.    To conclude,   our nominee is the best data 
entry clerk in the county.    She has a direct impact on student performance by monitoring student attendance.   In addition, she 
impacts the safety of our students by reviewing legal documents and flagging concerns.    Finally, her peers look to her as an expert 
and leader in her field.   We consider ourselves lucky to have such a diligent, hardworking, ethical, and professional  employee. 

Over the past five years, our candidate has completed 107 hours of professional skill building.   Every year our nominee completes 
the required county data entry training.  Other district trainings listed on her transcript include SMART Grade book training, FCAT 
data corrections trainings, Title I data entry training, guidance trainings, and technology trainings.   After completing district 
trainings, our candidate often shares  pertinent information with administration.   She has also presented to our faculty and staff as 
needed.  For example, she has facilitated SMART Grade book trainings.  She makes herself readily available to assist teachers with 
questions they have regarding the SMART grade book and attendance program.    She is a valuable resource for faculty, staff, and 
administration.    In addition to district trainings, our nominee has participated  in  a variety school based trainings.   School based 
trainings included beginning of the year trainings, safety trainings, ESE instructional strategies trainings, abuse and neglect trainings, 
and Ruby Payne trainings.      It is evident that our nominee strives to stay informed and acquire not only the necessary skills to 
complete her job in a highly effective manner,  but also acquires skills  to increase her knowledge of instructional strategies and our 
student population. 

This is the third time our nominee has represented her school as SREY.  She was her school's SREY in 2002 and 2008.   There are 
few, if any,  employees in the district who have represented their school as SREY three times.   This designation speaks volumes 
about how our nominee is respected,  valued, appreciated,  and recognized by her colleagues as one of the best.    In addition to 
her hard work at our school,  she plays a very active role in our community at  at her church.   She  serves on the library committee 
and the first impressions committee.   Our nominee greets people as they enter her  church for the first time.      Finally,  as the 
mother of two boys,  she has received her most valued recognition and award.   She received the World's Greatest Mom coffee 
mug.   This is her most coveted prize. 


